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IN'J.'IWDUC'riON 

The measurement of body temperature is unique tn that 

lt is a dynamic measUPement of the oxidative processes 

occurring in the body. Although most i.nves tigators agree on 

the importance of mear.uring body temperature, there seemB to 

be llttle agreement on how thts measurement should be made, 

King and Farner { 1961), suggest that avian body temperatupe 

should be measured in the darkness ln a post-absorptive 

state, and from the cloaca, proventriculus, or pectoral 

musc.les, The author believes that avian temperature is best 

monitored with mhdmum physiologic<ll and behavioral distur-

bances El.nd for periods of at least 21+ hours so that the da.ta 

obtained may represent a more compiete pr.,tter·n of normal bcdy 

temperature and not an isolated event. 

Activity levels, when considered in relation to body 

temperature, can be used as an index of possi.ble incref<se or 

decrease in temperature caused by variation in muscular heat 

producU.on. Vari.atl.on in known activity levels may then be 

considered as an indication of physiologi.cal stress or 

behavi.oral abnormalities that arise owing to imposed 

experimental conditions. 

The object of this study was to determine the normal 

thermoregulatory patterns of zebra finches (Poenhilia wttgta) 

in as near a normal physiological and behavioral state as 

possible. Surface body temperature and level of activity 



were the two primary eharmel.s of informa.tlon~ Radio

biotelemetry alloHed the reduction of' external. distuPbance 

during long periods of continuous recording. 

2 



HETHODS AND Jv!ATERIALS 

Zebra finches are small Austral:Lan grass finches of 

the family Ploeeidae, Zebra finches are described in nattn•s 

by Immelmann ( 1965), as being ub:i.qui tons Australian gras~1 

finches whose r-eproductive cycle i.s keyed to tho x·ainy 

seasons of the Australian sav1mnah. Zebra finches have been 

imported into the United States as an aviary bird, and have 

become a favorite of aviculturists as well as biologists. 

There are seve1•al character-is tics 1o1hich make zebra 

finches .a desirable test species. They are sexus.lly dimophic 

and exhibit a generation time of 30 days .vhen ma:i.ntained ln 

sl:ls.ll flights (3' X 2 1 X 2 1 ) vJith adequate food and watex•, 

and near optirm:tm temperature. Breeding vJill continGc 

throughout the year with an average clutch s:ize of four eggs, 

incubation period of 13 days, and fledging period of 13 days. 

Commercial finch seed with an occasional lettuce supplement 

meets the feeding requirements even during the reproductive 

periods. The fledglings complete juvenile molt and reach 

repro duct lve readiness 1-1i thin 20-40 days. 

A flock of 40 zebra finches was raised by the author 

over a period of one and a half years, All finches 1>1hen 

first obtained were weighed in a covered box to reduce 

stru.ggling, banded, and paired. 1'he pair 1'0/as then placed 

indoors in a cage with the dimensions of 3' X 2 1 X 2' (the 

minimum flight for optimum breeding), Each cage contained a 
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nest box s.nd nesting materials .in the form of dried gl'ass. 

A finch seed mixture of millet and Indian hemp comprised the 

primary food source. Supplements of lettuce, calcium in the 

form of egg shells, and cod liver oil mixed directly with the 

seed, \•16re given at regular inijervals. Under these conditions 

all but three of the twenty pair were successful in raising a 

clutch of fledglings. 

During the year preceding the experiment a recoPd of 

breeding attempts and successes was kept, so that data on 

each pair had been gathered prior to their being used 

experiment;ally. Behavioral observations \.Jere made and normal 

activities such as preening, gleening, and perch exchange 

\~ere observed Elnd compaPed with the findings of l"'orris ( 19541. 

The most desirable method for obtaining continuous 

body temperature from the finches was determined to be radio

biotelemetry. Other techniques of temperatlll'e measurement 

were discarded due to the stress of restriction (Seyle 1950), 

the small size of the birds, and artifacts introduced by 

handling. 

The skin of the dorsal feather tract was chosen as the 

area where body temperature would be measured. Steen and 

Enger ( 1957) suggested that stlrgical implantation in areas 

. such as the pectoral muscles is most desirable for core 

temper·ature. However, the surgical procedures involved in 

placlng a thermistor bead in the pectoral muscles of a bird 



with an average body weight of 13 grams were consi.dePcd too 

extreme for the limited benefits. '.l'herefore_, the dorsal 

:feather tract was chosen because the surface temperatur-e in 

:feathered areas of small birds only varies :>lightly from core 

temperature (King and Farner 1961, Bartholomew and .VavJson 

1954a and l954b, Irving and Krog 195.')). 

Various harnessing techniques were explored in an 

attempt to minimize disturbance during flyi.ng and perching. 

Cloth harnesses were judged inefficient because they· added 

excess weight, became caught while flying, and ca.'lle off 

easily. A. simple technique of gluing the transmitters to 

the dorf;al feather tract .vas e.dopted. 

'I'est birds and controls were caught separa.tely and 

placed under light !1etaphane anesthetic. Metaphane 

(methoxyflurane) from Pi tman-l~oore, Inc. was chosen because 

it is an inhalent which when admini.stered in small quanities 

will place the bird in a surgical plane of anesthesia for 

10-15 minutes. 

The finches were placed in an air tlght container 

containing a piece of cotten soaked in Hetaphane. The 

container was constructed of polyethylene and was 3i inches 

in diameter, thereby preventing flight. Zebra finches seem 

to exhibit three planes of anesthesia. Under light 

anesthesia the partial loss of palpebral, corneal, and cere 

reflexes without the loss of pedal and flight ability, so 

;:; -------
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that 11 bird escaplng j_n this plane tended to fly at top 

speed directly into a wall or other obstacle. The second 

plane involved the loss of all reflexes, labored r.espirat i.on, 

and shivering. In the third plane no r>espiration is evident 

and both body temperature and ratio of ~ietaphane to oxygen 

must be lvatched very carefully. 

'l'he birds were allo•-1ed to go into the second plane of 

anesthesia and then removed from the anesthetizing containe:C', 

The wings \-Jere extended and taped down exposing the dorsal 

pterylae. Using fine forceps and a posterior pulling action 

the feathers >vere removed one at a time from the anterior 

.S of' en inch of the dorsal f'e<,ther• tract. Hemorrhage, >Jhen 

it did occur, 1.-1as contPo1led by silver nitrate sticks. 

When the plucking was completed, the finches were 

transferred to a recovery chamber. The chamber was 

constructed of plexi-glass pipe eight inches in diameter with 

the walls lined with foam rubber. A constant flow of oxygen 

was administered and the temperature of the chamber main-

tained at 38-lf0° C Lmtil all reflexes returned. The birds 

were then placed back in their cages and observed for 30 

minutes to verify full recovery. 

T•Jenty-four hours were allowed for the skin of the 
=--~==- -=-

dorsal fes.ther tract to recover and to lose the extreme 

sensitivity present immediately after plucking, At this time 

the birds were again placed under light Metaphane anesthetic 
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and the transmitter fastened to the back by Eastman 910 

surgica.l ad.hesive (mono-2-·cya.noacrylate monomer}. An equal 

ntJ,mber .of birds \>Jere SLJ.bject to the sBJne procedure except no 

transmitter was fastened to the back and a thin layer of 

Eastmtul 910 was applied to the exposed feather tr-act to check 

any efTects of the anes thet:l.c, handling, and/ or glue. 'I' est 

runs on the experimental animals were not begun until six 

hours after harnessing was completed to assure propel' 

transmi:tter placement and adjustment. 

The transmitter used (Spencer 1968) employs a Hartley 

blocking oscillator with a current drain of 0,2 milliampere 

from a L5 volt (RN 312) battery. This combination of 

Characteristics provides a temperature sensitive transmitter-

weighing 1.5 grams with a range of' three meters and a life of' 

up to 30 days. Figure 1., shows the transmitter assembled 

inside the coil before putting in beeswe.x. 'l'he finished 

transiTiitter w.as then activated and lef't rumi.ing for a week 

in orde1·· to age the components and avoid response alterations 

due to- aging dur.i.ng the test run. 

:l:'he original transmitter design •Jas used, however, 

several alterations were made in the c.onstruction to custom 

fit the tra.'1smitter to experimental nee.ds (Figure 2). The 

coils ,.Jere randomly wound on a 7/16 inch plastic coil forms 

using #38 wire were fixed with Q-Dope. Numerous frequencies 

may be obtained by plac.ing ferrite chips next to the coil or 

--- -- --
=~ 
r.-
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FIGURE l 

Assembled tempe:.rat.u.re transmitter (before pott:'Lng in bee~;n,Jax) .. 



FIGURE 2 

Thermally Stable ternperatLtre transrni tter 
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r>educing the numbers of l·Jinds. The latter• technique 1vas 

used to prodtwe a male frequency of 90 KHz by lvinding L1 "'- 30 

turns and L2=-' 13 turns, and a female frequency of 120 KHz by 

Hinding L1= 25 turns and L2=~ B turns. The small diameter of 

the wire necessitates the use of Strip-Vare insulation 

r•emover (Walsco Electronics). After the entire process the 

finished produet was checked. for possible short ci.rcui ts 

under a dissecting microscope. 

The need for quality in micro-mina.ture comp.onents can 

not be ove~· stressed. In this application, all components 

had a tolerance of 5% or less. Components which do not meet 

these requirements may not provide the constant level of 

response reqtlired in research e.pplications. 

The NI'N transistor used is a micro-tab D26-E6 made by 

General Electric and chosen for thermal stability, low base 

leakage current, and small size. R2 of the RC pulsing 

circuit is a lK 1/8 vJatt Allen-Bradley l'esistor with a low 

failure rate. 1'he electrolytic c1 is a ,001 MFD tantalum 

sub-miniature from Components Inc. of Biddleford, Maine, In 

the original design C1 was 1 MFD, making the pulse interval 

large and the pulsing frequency small. The temperature 

moni. tored l<as broken into frequency units from 1-100 pulses 

per second over a temperature range of 25° C to 40° C. The 

alteration of this capacitance to .001/MFD made the pulse 

interval very small (,0005 milliseconds) and the frequency of 



pulsing very large. Over the same temperature range the 

frequency 1•as now 2 X 103-20 X 103 pulses per second which 

greatly decreased error due to outside interference. 

ll 

Capacitances c
2 

and c
3 

were obtained as .001 HF'D chips from 

Monoli,.thic Dielectrics, Inc. A Yello1• Springs Instrument Co. 

precision 300 K (at 25° C) thermistor bead was used as R1. 

'rhe power source was a RM 312 battery chosen for its small 

si.z.e, no fade characteristics, and superior operating life 

as compared to the much smaller RM 212. All c.omponents are 

glued to the inside of the transmitting coil and soldered 

with a 10 watt miniature soldering iron, The battery is 

attached by its circuit c.onnecti.ons to the outs ide of the 

transmltting coil and the entire transmitter is potted in 

bees•Jax. 

The transmitters were calibrated in a constantly 

stirred oil bath while the temperature was raised and lowered 

in 0.5° C increments from 30° C to 40° C. The frequency 

changes were recorded by tape recorder with the footage mark 

and corresponding temperature recorded. Each transmitter was 

monitored every 0,5° C up and down from 30° C to 4.0° C twice, 

The calibration I'ecordings were played into a frequency 

co~~ter and the frequencies recorded at every indicated 

foot; age mark. 'l'hel'efore, every 0.5° C 1'rom 30° C to 40° C 

had four corresponding frequency values. A calibration graph 

for each transmitte·r was formed from these values by linear 

regressional analysis of individ\lal 2° C segments, 

= '--=--

;=:--=-= 
c c-
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j)ata·collection from the harnessed birds was initi<elly 

hinder-ed by electromagnetic noise sources common in an 

unshielded building. A Faraday Cage (Bures, Petran, and 

Zachar 1967) was constructed to shield the receivers from 

unwanted electrical phenomena. A Faradas Cage acts as a 

large screen receiver .vhi.ch receives electromagnetic waves 

and shunts them to ground, The cage (Pigure 3j Has constru.cted 

of u.nanodized aluminium screening (6' X 4' X 4') entirely 

bolted together >Ji th the front section movable in tracks; the 

floor was particle board to avoid damage to the base screen. 

One corner of the cage was completely fused together by 

soldering and grmmded. Only one cvrnero rnust be grounded so 

that a ground loop 5.s not formed. The result .vas n 90% 

redl.lction in all types of electromagnetic interfer-ence. 

The cages for the test birds were all constrl.lcted of 

fiber glass screening with plexi-glass doors. Metal 

screening was :.ot used, because it would have created a small 

Faraday Cage of the type described above which would shield 

transmissions from the receivers placed aroLmd the ol.ltside of 

the cageo 

The receivers were commercial Panasonic AM-FM 

transistor radi.os operated from an AC power supply. 'fhe 

receivers were chosen for their response to the transmitters 

(MacKay 1968). Line interference in the form of back-up 

voltages ;.Jas controlled by Miller Capacity Line Pilters 7816. 

The received si.gnal was transmitted from the receivers using 

''------

~=--= 

,---
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the ear phone plug as an output. 

Although the Faraday Cage was very effeetive in 

shieldi"ng out interference, low level noise was deteeted in 

signals eoming from the receivers. 1'hcrefore, the signals 

transmitted from the males and females that t·Jere picked up b-y 

the recei.ver were half-t-Jave l.'ectifl.ed and sent through Schmitt 

Triggers (Figure 3) (Malmstadt and Enke 1969) made fr·om RCA 

CA JOOJ. micro-logic integrated circuits. and preceded by a 

diode, Both Schmitt Triggers were set to fire above the level 

of noise present in the system, acting as high band-pass 

filters to eliminate low level noise, 

'l'he res!.Jlt.ing signals l-lere simultaneously recorded on 

a Sony Quadradial Tape recorder model 1'C-9540. The only 

interfere.nce at this point was sixty cycle interference and 

AC line back up which was eliminated by the application of a 

Miller 7815 line filter. The signals were recorded on Scotch 

Brand 290 half mill tape at 3 3/4 ips (low speed) so that 

sixteen hours of information could be recorded on the four 

channels of a single tape. The use of a tape recorder that 

directly records and stores an exact replica of' the original 

electromagnetic event gave time during the test run to 

concentr•ate on data collection. The half mill tape proved 

highly useful for long periods of unattended recording; 

ho;.1ever, accidental stretchi.ng was not uncomrr,on and ruined 

the tape for further use. 

---- - -

'"'-
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This model tape recorder proved to be ideal for 

recording bi.o-potentials, Tests showed a very low degree of 

11 wow" and "flutter", thereby giving. a near perfect repro

duction of' the recorded sj_gnals, The TC-9540 also has the 

. f'eature of lacking an internal audio monitol', which is often 

a source of' interference. 

Data recovery time required one fourth the recording 

time because each tape was recorded at 3 3/4 ips (low speed) 

and played back at 15 j_ps (high speed). Three channels of 

information were taken from the recording, surface body 

temperature, activity levels, and subtle temperature change. 

Tl'ce tape record0d information was shown by oscilloscope 

analysis to contain some aberrations in amplitude and 

duration of' pals6, 

Therefore, the recorded data was played through 

monostable multivibrators made from Fairchild micrologic 

circuit },GS 914 (JV!almstadt, Enke, and Toren 1963), 1'he 

monostable multivibrators produced a pulse of constant 

amplitude and duration which could be counted or integrated 

vli th a mL'"limum of' error. 

'l'he pattern of temperature change was displayed by the 

method riarked (A) in Figure 3. Recordings of' periods of 

temperature transition were played through a monostable 

multivibrator into a simple electrical integrator, Figure 4 

(Runion 1970 personnal communication). The pulse information 

was eleetrlcally su.mmed, amplified by the oscilloscope to the 
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CH~.' screen, and the temperature change photographed, 'l'he 

integrated frequency of the temperature before the change 

occurred •·1as set as the base line from which increase or 

decrease could be observed. Periods of rapid temperature 

change noted in general data recovery were investigated in 

thi. s manner. 

All recorded temperature information was played through 

the channel marked (B) in Figure .3· The information was 

transmitted through a monostabJ.e multivibr•ator into the 

di.gi tal frequency counter indicated by arrow ( 2) in Figure 3. 

The Hewlitt Packard model 522B JLlectronic Frequency Counter• 

1~as set to display the number of pulses per second. Data was 

recorded as the nu.mber of pulses per second and sampled every 

eighty feet as indicated on the footage meter. F'orty samples 

were taken over a three hour period so that a temperature 

reading was obtained every 4.5 minutes, for each test run. 

The data was read off the digital light display as crude 

frequency and converted to equivalent temperatures from the 

transmitter calibration graphs. 

While tv10 channels were being sampled for frequency 

information the other two channels were being played into the 

Grass Model ?B Oscillograph. The transmitting coil"of the 

temperature transmitters when changed in orientation to the 

ferrite bar antenna of the recei.vers caused a brief null in 

the received signal, 'rhe nulls recorded were due to the 

inability of the receiver to adjust to quick changes in the 

'-- -- --
s--~ 

'"--



transmitting coil due to flight of the bird. 1'hc signal 

played into the Grass oscl.llograph was amplified and 

integrated on polygraph paper. 'l.'he null transmissions caused 

high amplitude deflections of the pen, thereby graphing out 

an activity level for the recorded period, see Figure ;;. 1'he 

activity level recordings were analyzed by making a count of 

the number of columns containing one or• more null deflect ions, 

Figure S shows a recording made from three to six o'clock in 

the morning.. The first part of the graph has no null 

deflections and indicates a period of very low activity; 

null deflections begin as the bi.rds leave the nest at sunrise. 

c---



FIGURE 5 

Oscillographic recordings of male and female (zebra finch) acti:vi ty levels 
between 3 AM and 6 Jllv! during run 3 
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HESULTS 

Fourteen birds were monitored during seven test runs 

(~.'able I). 604 hours of temperature and acti.vity dRta were 

collected on both male and female finches" Room te:rriperature 

was maintai.ned at approxi.i:nately 21° C and the natural 

photoperi.od was recorded fox• each test ru:n, Defini. te 

patterns of act i.vi. ty and therrnoPegulati.on wePe apparent 

throughotlt all test runs. 

Activity levels were plotted as the nt.L.'"!lber of null 

deflections against time.. Activity levels for all finches 

tested are plotted in Figure 6, All recorded activity could 

be pD.t on to a single graph because of the consistent 

repetition of this pattern. The finches are completely 

inactive during the night and the only recorded movements 

were movements in the nest box. Although ten or le.ss 

deflections were considered to be an indication of the 10\-Jest 

possible activity level, most night time recordings showed 

no nulls at all. Transition pePiods occurred at stmrise and 

sunset, Morning activity was begun as the birds first left 

the nest (F'i.gure 5), so that the level of acti.vity rose very 

qui.ck:Ly during this period. Sunset was accompani.ed by slowly 

decreasing numbers of flights, until the male and female 
=-= 

entered the nest box for the night. ~~he recorded pattern of 

activity for this period was the reverse of Figure ). 

Daytime e.ctiv:l..ty levels fluctuated around a mean of fift.y 
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1 Male 
Female 
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nulls as ahmm i.n Grs.ph I. No periods of complete ine.cti vi ty 

during the daytime were recorded. The circadian activity 

levels indicated in this species are those of a typical 

diurnal bird, (Palmgren 1949) \vith activity levels beginning 

with first light and ending at dark. 

Figure 7, is the Stlrfaee body tempersture of a male 

finch taken during 54 hours of contin:wus recording. 'I'he 

thermoregulatory phenomena has been graphed in three hour 

blocks to illustrate. the general patt.ern of circadian 

temperature changes, The temperatures of the male during 

thi.s i'un change arom1d two periods of the day, The highest · 

mean temporat.t.:re occurs bet1-1een 3 Pl1 to 6 PM, after which the 

temperature steadily declines. The lowest mean temperature 

is tetween 12 AM to 3 Ai1. The differences bet1-1een the high 

diurnal and low nocturnal temperatures were found to be 

statistically signific.ant at the 0,05 level when tested by 

student's t-test, 

'l'he female surface temperature (Figure 8) taken 

s imulta.neous ly with the male exactly follows the pattern 

recorded. for the male (Figure 7). Both male and female 

graphs represent the temperature transition times charac-

teristic of the temperature cycle, In early morning 

( 6 AH to 10 AH) there is a temperature rise from the low 

noctur•nal temperatures to a period of high diurnal 

temperatur•es ( 10 AM to 6 PM), In the evening a temperature 

drop occurs between 6 PM eild until 10 PM, 

~-
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Figures 9 and 10 (Hun 5) illustrate the tl'ansl.tion 

period beginning in early evening, Recordings were made from 

male and female finches from 6 PM to 6 AM on two consecutive 

nights. The nocturnal temperature lows for both sexes are 

recorded betO\>een 12 M! and 3 Al'I just as in run three. The 

differences between the dj_uronal and noctm'rtal temperature 

<.L 6° C d 1 6° C f th 1 d . f" d means are . . an e _ ~~ . or . e rna ..... es .urlng run l. ve an 

1.75° C and 1.7° C for the male in run three (F'igure 7}. 

l'he :female (Figure 10} exhibits the same pattern as in 

F,. 7 lgures , 8 and 9 as well as high and low temperature means 

of 1.65° C and 1.6° C. The pattern of surface temperature 

change ,;as the same through all the test runs with the 

differences between male and female thermoregulator'y rhythms 

and levels determined not to be signifi<cantly different at 

0.05 level when tested with student's t-test. 

Run six (Figures 11 and 12} illustrates the 

character'istic pattern observed in all seven test runs. The 

data 1•ere recorded continuously for 56 hours and graphed in 

hro hour blocks. 'I' he complete thermoregulatory cycle is 

completed t<rice in this run. Periods of high diurnal 

temperature previously described are isolated into the time 

block 4 PH to 6 PM, 'l'he nocturnal lm•s are recorded between 

12 AJV! and lJ. AM. 'l'he male and female body temperature 

patterns are approximately the same varying only slightly in 

magnitu.de. 

------
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DISCUSSION 

1'he cbaracteris ti.c. pattern of surface body. temperature 

in th<> zebra fi .. nch is a ci.rcadian cycle changi.ng an average 

of 1.6° C between nocturnal lows and di.urnal highs. The 

period of highest mean temperature occurs from 3 PM to 6 Pl1. 

'l'he lowest temperature mean is from 12 AM to 3 Al1 during the 

nocturnal low level of activity. There appears to be no 

signifieant difference between male and female thermo-

regulatory cycles, 

Circad:!.an temperature cycles have been reported in the 

literature for several different species of birds 

( Bartholonw"J, snd Cade 19 .')'7, Bartholomew and Dawson 19 .')8, and 

Dm-Json 19.')8). AlthoLJ.gh there is nothing in tbe llterature 

coneerning thermoregulatory cycles in Old ~lorld. l'loceid 

finches, Dawson (1954 and 19.')8) has described nocturnal lo<J 

temperatures and diurnal high temperatures in several 

species of Fringillidae. The phenomena is not a net-J concept 

but one which is not fully explained. 

Zebra finches, with average weights of 13 grams and 

high metabolic rates, must combat a high surface to volume 

ratio (Zeuthen 195.3 and Kleiber 191+7), in order to conserve 

energy. Zebra finches in the wild are subject to the 

Australi.an drought and the low nocturnal ternpei'atures 

typical of a desert environrnen t. 'rhese conditions would 

seem to point to the need for- a mechanism for the conservation 

--------
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of energy. 

Inactivity dQring periods of darkness is a co~non 

method of energy conservation for most; animals. A high level 

of activity is costly in that rrmscQlar heat production 

reqQires the use of metabolic stores. The high periods of 

temperature during 3 PH to 6 PN were not assoei.ated with 

higher levels of activity in this experiment. '.l.'herefore, 

the temperature increase 1~as not due to muscular heat 

produc:tion but some· other factor.· Similar temperature 

phenomena occurs in the ruby-throated hummi.ngbird, ArchilochQS 

_9o1~~!?r.l~.' ( Pea::oson 19 53) where the metabolic rate of the 

hurnmingbird reaches its maximum bet1~een 5 PJvl and 6 PJvi, Also 

Garnbel .quail (;r_,ophort:yr); g_ambelii) exhibit a period of high 

temperature just before 6 PM (Woodard and Jvlather 1964). King 

and Farner (1961) state that the measurement of avian body 

temperature in the absorptive state will be higher than normal 

because of chemical thermogenesis. Zebra finches feed in the 

late afternoon at a time of little increase in activity but 

of a predictable increase in surface body temperature due to 

digestion. Although no explanation is provided for the 

increase in temperature before nocturnal quiescence in either 

Gambel quail or ruby-throated hummingbird it is suggested 

here that it is a similar phenomena to that occurring in 

zebra finches. 

Torpidity in birds has been described for the white

throated swift, Anna hummingbird, and poor-will (Bartholomew, 
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H01-1ell, and Cnde 195'?). These birds have ada.pted to periods 

of low ambient temperature and lack of food by dr0pping core 

body temperature, decreasing oxygen constunption, and slowing 

heart rate (Bartholomew, Hudson, and Ho,Jell 1962). 1'orpi.dity 

is used as a method of energy conservation during periods 

when the cost of maintairdng normal body temperature would 

be too great. Nocturnal b.ypothermia and low levels of 

activity shown for the zebra finch in this experiment are ~ .. 

mechanisms for ener•gy conservation which are not tmlike the 

more marked states of torpidity described above. 



SUJViMAHY 

The consistent circadian thermoregulatory cycle of 

zebra finches (Poeehilia guttata) was measured by radio-

biotelemetry while the birds were kept at optimum conditions. 

It •1as found the.t zeb.r·a finches exhibit maximum body 

temperatures between 3 PM and 6 PM, and minimum body 

temperatures between 12 AM and 3 AM with an average variation 
0 of 1.6 C. The circadian thermoregulatory cycles corresponded 

with high diurnal and low nocturnal activity levels. 

The importance of obtai.ning information on complete 

body tmnperatur·e cycles instead of on an isolated event is 

mandatory for a full underst.nnding of normal thermoregulatory 

patterns and altePations in those patterns. Further investi-

gations using the data presented above as a normal, and then 

varying some condition (food, water, or ambient temperature) 

would, in the author's opinion, show a previously unsuspected 

ability of zebra finches to conserve ene.rgy through nocturnal 

hypothermia and lowered levels of activity, 

------
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